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A cave about forty feet long, which looked as if carved
in rectangular form, was covered with soft carpets, while
at its entrance employees of the Ministry of Public Works
raised a wall of middling height with a door veiled by white
silk stuff.
As soon as the Emperor had arrived a gebir or feast was
offered in the cave. Everybody came, from important
chiefs in their turn to the humblest soldier of the Imperial
escort.
The Emperor, seated on an improvised throne, had on
either side the two Ras, Kassa and Seyyum. To the side,
but sitting lower, were the other chiefs before the " massobs "
—the baskets with feet which are the tables of Ethiopia.
As I entered the banqueters were eating their favourite
dish, raw meat, offered at each table by a young man who
was a servant of the Imperial household. Others offered
tej in little cups or zinc receptacles. After the meal the
Emperor approved my proposals and made his comments
on the draft.
He traced with his own hand the arrangements for the
battle, ending by saying : " Don't destroy the enemy who
come over to us, but make them prisoner and send them to
the rear."
The decisiveness of the sovereign, his intention to meet
the enemy, proved that our last throw would be made that
very night.
After the convocation of a council of elderly chiefs,
however, it was clear that the soldiers were not ready for
the attack, that not all of them had reached Aia, and that
lots of other things were missing.
Obviously the old chiefs wanted to postpone the day of
attack. They wanted the Italians to take the initiative.
I saw that the Emperor was very displeased with the turn
that affairs had taken. He insisted upon an immediate
attack. But to no purpose. " Our troops are not here,"
they grumbled.
It was morning of March 23 before the cave had been
put in order. Thirty priests made their entry, their missals
in their hands, and began to mumble prayers in a half-tone*
A little later the Emperor left his tent, pitched at the cave's

